Role of expectancy in simple reaction time was investigated by changing the context in which an imperative stimulus was presented in various foreperiods (FP's). Two experiments were conducted.
According to Teichner's (1954) review of studies on simple reaction time (RT), optimum foreperiod (FP) of simple RT lies between 1.5 and 8 s. Klemmer (1957) obtained the following equation which relates reaction time to time uncertainty (ar).
RT=.018 logtosr+. 235 (1) Accepting the equation above, which is based on information theoretic consideration, the concept of optimum would become meaningless.
In the experiments reported by Naatanen and Merisalo (1977) , two probabilities concerning an imperative stimulus were manipulated: (a) probabilities of a stimulus presentation in specified time intervals, and (b) probabilities of a stimulus presentation in a trial. From the results of their experiments, Nadtanen and Merisalo (1977) emphasized the role of expectancy in simple RT.
The purpose of the following two experiments is to investigate the relation between optimum FP and expectancy. In experiment I, range of FP's is shifted, and in experiment II, shorter or longer FP's were weighted. subject's response . If the subject responded before the LED lit up , that trial was discarded and the next FP was timed from the preceding false-alarm response . After one block of 51 trials finished , the subject was given as much rest time as he desired to refresh himself . Total time of experiment I was between 40 and 80 minutes. Two sets of FP's set S and set L, were prepared. Each set was used in one of two experimental conditions, namely , Short FP's and Long FP's condition. In Short FP's condition, the FP's were 1.00, 1.30, 1.69, 2.19, 2.84 and 3.69 s (set S). In Long FP's condition, the FP's were 2.84, 3.40, 4.07, 4.88, 5.85 and 7.01 s (set L). Three subjects (subjects 1, 2 and 3) were tested under the Short FP's condition, and the other three (subjects 4, 5 and 6) in the Long FP's condition. In a block, 50 FP's were used. The first two FP's were 2.00 s in the Short FP's condition, and 5.00 s in the Long FP's condition. The other 48 FP's were randomized sequence of eight set S's in the Short FP's condition and of eight set L's in the Long FP's condition.
RESULTS
The data from blocks 2 to 16 were used. Trials in which the subject responded before the LED lit up were discarded. Too slow RT's were also discarded, because these were produced by the subject's distraction and so on. Proportions of these discarded trials were between 0 and 1% when calculated individually. Figure 1 depicts the mean RT's graphically for separate subjects. ANOVA shows that differences in RT's between FP's are significant at 5% level, except for subject 6. The differences for subject 6 can be observed at 10% level.
In summary, we can conclude that optimum FP in the Short FP's condition is between 2.19 and 2.84 s, and, in the Long FP's condition, between 4.88 and 5.85. That is, optimum FP depends on the range from which the FP's are sampled.
EXPERIMENT II
Apparatus. The apparatus used in experiment II was the same as in experiment I.
Subject. Six male subjects participated in experiment II. They were all untrained with respect to this type of experiment and unpaid. No one subject participated in both experiment I and II.
Procedure. The procedure was the same as in experiment I except for the following points: In a block, 102 FP's were used. The first two FP's were 2.00 s. The other 100 FP's were a randomized sequence of ten group Sw's or ten group Lw's. In order to investigate the contextual effect on RT under a within-subject design, the following two conditions were prepared. In S-L condition, FP's used in the first session belonged to group Sw, and FP's in the second session to group Lw. In L-S condition, FP's used in session I belonged to group Lw and FP's in session 2 to group Sw. Three subjects (subjects 7, 8 and 9) were tested under the S-L condition, and the other three (subjects 10, 11 and 12) under L-S condition. Total time of experiment II was between 120 and 140 minutes.
RESULTS
The data from blocks 2 to 12 of sessions 1 and 2 were used. Trials in which the subject responded before the LED lit up were discarded. Too slow RT's were also discarded because these RT's were caused by the subject's distraction and so on. Proportions of these discarded trials from blocks 2 to 12 of session 1 or 2 were below 2% when calculated individually.
For each subject, ANOVA was applied to FP (1.30 vs. 2.84 s) x context from which the FP's were picked out (shorter vs. longer FP's weighted, i.e., session 1 vs. 2). Table 1 summarizes the results. The interaction effect was significant at 5% level for subjects 7, 8 and 10. Because this significant interaction effect of FPXcontext means that optimum FP depends on the weights used, the change in weights on FP's had a clear effect on optimum FP for subjects 7, 8 and 10. Figure 2 shows mean RT's of subjects 7 and 10 for various FP's. As to subject 11, the median test showed that medians of RT's for 1.00, 1.30 and 1.69 s. FP's were significantly different at 5% level when longer FP's were weighted, and not significant when shorter ones were weighted. From this difference we can conclude that, for subject 11, the optimum FP, when longer FP's were being weighted, was shifted toward a longer FP than when shorter ones were weighted. As to subjects 9 and 12, no statistically significant results which might show an effect of change in weight on optimum FP could be found.
Considering the general pattern of the results obtained from experiment II, we can conclude that change in weight on FP's can bring about shift of optimum FP.
DISCUSSION
The results of experiment I show that optimum FP depends on a range from which FP's were sampled. The results of experiment II show that change in weights on FP's in a fixed range can shift optimum FP.
Information theoretic type of equation like equation (1) by Klemmer (1957) cannot explain existence of optimum FP for a given range. However, the results in this report conform to the theoretical position that expectancy or preparation has an important role in simple RT. The subject expects the next stimulus to be presented in the predicted interval, and prepares to respond according to this expectancy in order to make his RT as short as possible.
Some studies (e.g., Bertelson, 1967; Sanders, 1972; Alegria, 1974) dealt with time course of preparation.
However, these studies manipulated a very short time course, i.e., order of up to some hundreds milliseconds. To unify these microstructure of preparation with the macrostructure of expectancy, which was investigated in this report, we need more knowledge about the dynamic mechanism of expectancy and preparation.
